10422 152A Avenue Rural Grande Prairie No 1
County of Alberta
$554,900
This gorgeous family home is located in Whispering Ridge, just steps away from the public school. Featuring
AIR CONDITIONING, a welcoming entry, lovely hardwood flooring, a relaxing stone fireplace in the family room,
a large kitchen with elegant shaker cabinets, quartz countertops, an island with a raised eating area, pantry
and backyard access from the dining area. Above the garage you'll find the massive master bedroom offering
an abundance of natural light, walk in closet and spa-like 5pc ensuite complete with a double sink vanity,
separate shower and jetted tub. Additional bedrooms are a generous size. Downstairs has been professionally
developed into a family room, 9ft ceilings, 2 bedrooms, 4pc bathroom, laundry area and tons of storage. To
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complete the home, that attached triple garage is finished, heated and comes with hot/cold taps. The
backyard features a nicely landscaped yard, fire pit area, additional storage and a 2 tier deck; partially covered
allowing you to BBQ out of the elements. Whispering Ridge is a wonderful neighborhood to raise a family with
county taxes. This home is sure to impress and must be viewed in person to be truly appreciated. Book your
showing today! (id:6769)
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Bedroom 10.58 Ft x 13.83 Ft

Bedroom 9.00 Ft x 11.58 Ft

Bedroom 10.08 Ft x 11.08 Ft

4pc Bathroom Measurements not available

4pc Bathroom Measurements not available

Primary Bedroom 17.33 Ft x 12.92 Ft

Bedroom 9.92 Ft x 9.17 Ft

5pc Bathroom Measurements not available
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